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PRINTS
Some print collectors say that prints belong in a portfolio and
not on a wall. On the contrary, color prints and black-and-white
prints large enough to be seen easily are often suitable for wall
pictures. It is true, however, that about 90 per cent of the prints
now hung should be in portfolios where they can be studied
closely, because t^hey are too small to be hung.
Collecting prints is a very satisfactory hobby because of its
cultural benefits and its wide range of possibilities. If one begins
with contemporary prints the price is moderate. Some original
prints in the current print exhibitions cost only a few dollars. It is
only through prints that an artist's own work is available to per-
sons of small means. Starting a print collection often leads to
study that will enable one to enjoy the fine prints in the museums.
Much interesting material has been written about prints, but pos-
sibilities still exist for research on special phases of the subject.
True appreciation is usually developed by experimenting with
print making.
Processes of Print Making. Many persons think that etchings
are the only important prints made. Etchings are no doubt the
favorites of the group, but lithographs, dry-points, wood engrav-
ings, mezzotints, monotypes, linoleum-block prints, screen-prints,
stencils, steel engravings, aquatints, and wood blocks are also
important.
Etchings are ink impressions taken from plates engraved by
lines eaten out with acid. Rembrandt and Whistler were among
the most important etchers of the past. Aquatints are also printed
from plates roughened by acids.
Lithographing is a process of printing from a greased pencil
drawing usually made on porous stone. Lithography has suffered
because of its association with commercial processes.
The wood block and its substitute the linoleum block have a
long history. Diirer and Holbein did wood engraving in Germany
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Today interesting book
illustrations are made through the use of block prints. Current
exhibitions may show good block prints both in color and in black
and white. These as well as steel engravings and wood engravings
are printed from blocks incised by mechanical means.

